MRI simulator for instruction in pulse-sequence selection.
An ordinary desk-top microcomputer was programmed to simulate MR images for specified spin-echo pulse sequences. Model pixel maps of proton density and T1 and T2 relaxation times were made from published estimated values for regions of the human head, neck, and spine. Images were generated and displayed from the model maps and user-specified pulse-sequence parameters in less than 30 sec/image. Models for various pathologic conditions, including calcification, subacute hemorrhage, porencephaly, lipoma, and multiple sclerosis, were superimposed on the images of normal anatomy to create unknown cases. Simulated images can easily demonstrate the effect of pulse-sequence selection on the contrast of normal structures and pathologic conditions. Use of simulated images is an excellent technique for gaining experience in pulse-sequence selection. Low-cost microcomputers can provide adequate image detail and reasonable image display time of synthetic MR images for teaching purposes.